GREED has Terrible Consequences Not Just for the Oppressed Presently but
Lasting Dire Ones for All the Oppressors
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Public
http://money.cnn.com/galleries/2012/fortune/1205/gallery.500-most-profitable.fortune/index.html there's another side to this
storyhttp://americanoverlook.com/wal-mart-forced-to-close-after-democrats-pass-12-50-minimum-wage-law/101205 . It's the story of the most profitable
corporations in the history of the world. It's the story of giant megalopolies and multinational concentrations of wealth so great that they have become
more powerful than national governments. It's the story of the few so greedy that they MUST have their BILLIONS in profits at the expense of treating
other people like slaves. As we read their propaganda funded by the greedy elite that control all such spin; the oppressed wonder what would happen if
just for once instead of forcing governments to TRY to tell them they need to consider all the mom and pop stores they've put out of business, all the
jobs they actually destroyed becoming these profit driven enterprises, and INSTEAD of BEING SO GREEDY, that they tell citizens who have NO
CHOICE but to work for them and their slave wages or DIE OF STARVATION, who have seen "middle class" "living wage" jobs dwindle to such a tiny
percentage thanks to these profit driven heartless enterprises that they HAVE TO MAKE CAREERS out of stocking shelves of major distribution
centers like Walmart. Yes, the increasing numbers of oppressed slaves wonder if JUST ONCE one of these entities instead of whining about legislation
that forces them to consider the oppressed masses what would happen really to their profits if they actually CHOSE to PAY their employees a LIVING
WAGE! GOD forbid labor costs of increasing every employee by even as much as $10/hr. would actually still be less than one of those billions in
annual profits! let alone crying over a few dollars of increase in just one local region. Yes, you unbelievably GREEDY AND CRUEL misers of the world
hording all luxuries to yourselves while people suffer and die under your oppressive insatiable hunger of ever increasing profits, might be amazed if you
actually paid your work force a liveable wage to find them cheerful to goto work; to find them grateful that instead of GREED they found some
COMPASSION at the highest levels of humanity and word spread far and wide as the workers and their families became unbelievably loyal and
increased good will made up for any heartless considerations against paying people a living wage VOLUNTARILY! You might be astonished that by
doing so your profits actually INCREASED! But whether they would or not seems like we will never know because none of these most profitable
companies in the history of the world seem willing to attempt just that. And so all that is left to do is to try and warn each of all such persons who put
the love of money above the lives of those making them those profits by telling them in no uncertain terms IF YOU DO NOT REPENT AND START
CONSIDERING WHAT IT IS LIKE TO TRY AND FEED YOU AND YOUR FAMILY, PAY ALL YOUR GREEDY BILLS FOR EVERYONE WHO WORKS
FOR YOU THEN YOU WILL GO TO THE SAME PLACE THIS WEALTHY MAN DID WHEN HE
DIED! http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke+16%3A19-31&version=NIV I have always mused that when our Lord was preaching about
being so selfish and greedy and warning all such heartless oppressors that He used the name of Lazurus when describing the oppressed suffering
soul(s); and how that even though He said if they wouldn't listen to Moses or the prophets they wouldn't listen even to one raised from the dead and
then how He nevertheless actually did raise a man from the dead; who happened to be named
Lazurus! http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+11%3A38-44&version=NKJV
http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/6-10.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRFG4ekXfw8 I'll tell you what the solution to our national (and global) economy is ARREST AND TRY THE
TREASONOUS BANKERS! THE TREASONOUS IRS! get rid of what was created by the oppressors (Rockefellers, Rothschilds and company) which
means public traded stocks, options, the criminal corporate model as it exists today EVERYTHING the wealthy rulers of the world have created to
make them wealthier and more powerful IS WHAT MUST BE DESTROYED and the oppressors ARRESTED! So some might think what about all the
jobs in these fields (lackeys of the oppressors who accept mercenary money to harm all the rest of us). First of all they should be concerned about
meriting the death penalty for treason! But if the rest of us who have SUFFERED under these institutions of the criminals ruining the whole world are
willing to have mercy on the mercenaries (the lower bankers and brokers, the agents of the IRS etc) then I tell you if public traded stocks and options
on commodities were shut down permanently together with the corporate model then the only way for wealthy people to make more money is to
provide products and services through innovation, manufacturing, etc. (in other words MASSIVE job creation!) Right now wealthy people throw money
at criminal corporations, destroying environments, destroying the middle class and creating slave labor worldwide (because the wealthy investors tell
the brokers to return profits (ever increasing profits at all costs) so every public investor on earth is automatically contributing to global oppression of
the masses in turning them into slave labor and cutting costs (such as abiding by environmental regulations) and so in the name of GREED and
PROFITS are DESTROYING the world and all life on it! Furthermore, these investors buy options on grain; then tell their political buddies (criminals) in
government USDA to pay farmers NOT to grow the grain so they all can make money WHILE PEOPLE LITERALLY STARVE TO DEATH! I want to
shut these institutions of the wealthy down because from their foundation through to present day all of these methods of madness by the ruling greedy
elite HARM all the rest of us and the whole world by ubiquitous evidence! It might seem like a good idea to throw money at a powerful individual who
tells you they will give you a high return on your dollar BUT NOT WHEN IT COSTS THE LIVES AND QUALITY OF LIVES FOR ALL OTHER
ENSLAVED CITIZENS THEREBY! The IRS is a group of mercenaries, ARMED mercenaries that operate no different than the mafia, who tell all the
rest of us enslaved citizens that every time we work for their PLAY MONEY and every time we even pull it out to purchase a good or service THEY get
some of the action! It's not enough for them to own the mints in the first place! They're so unbelievably greedy that on top of enslaving the whole world;
they have the audacity to enact "laws" that effectively snatch everything you worked for your entire life away from you! Heck they still reach in your
pocket AFTER YOU'RE DEAD and try to make sure you CAN'T leave anything to the next generation of slaves - your own children! IF PEOPLE WANT
TO BE FREE; BE TRULY FREE, THEY HAVE TO COME OUT FROM UNDER THE IMF, THE WORLD BANKERS, AND THE CRIMINAL
CORPORATE MODEL, WALLSTREET, IRS, TAXATION IN GENERAL AND ARREST ALL THESE WOULD BE RULERS OF THE WORLD AT ONCE!
Instead of corporations with no accountability; owners of all business must be publicly and conspicuously declared accountable for all actions of that
business entity. (In other words, employer/employee owned models are the only ones where their actions can be held accountable as owner operators!
Public investiture does not have accountability built into the model; but just the opposite. People invest money in organizations for returns and are not
accountable as part owners for how the returns are made which intrinsically leads to poorer wages, poorer benefits, to outright criminal oppression and
destruction of the world as we can see all over the world today. The solution(s) may sound radical but no more radical than when these greedy persons
founded these criminal organizations in the first place. The sooner they are removed from the planet; the better for the citizens of the world and all life
on the planet! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-corruption/517410181671279
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